John Royden, Trainer of the Team
Delia Foss, An Athletic girl
Eurydice Benscoten, Billy’s sister
Mignonne, A Waitress
Alphonse Gaston, A Restaurant owner
Alex Wilson, A Grind
Karl Schirmh, A Student
Pat Luscomb, Manager of the Team
Steven Urquhart, Captain of the Team
Ted Briseoe, A Senior on the team
Billy Benscoten, The Freshman
Banscoten’s Home.

SYNOPSIS OF MUSICAL NUMBERS

ACT I
Opening Chorus
Table Song
Principals and Chorus
Engaged
Song
Principals
STEVA Fos, ’07; Foss, ’07; Jackass, ’07; Lord, ’07; Shapleigh, ’06.

ACT II
Up at the Institute
Everybody Takes Off the Top
Principals and Chorus

Collegiate Medley
Alphonse and Mignon
Open Chorus

College Days (Quartet)
La Petite Parisienne
Alphonse and Mignon
College Days (Quartet)

The Trainer
Engaged

Table Song
Principals and Chorus

Engaged
Song
Principals

THE BACK BAY BRANCH OF THE
State Street Trust Co.
130 Massachusetts Ave.

Is Conveniently located for persons residing in or near the
Back Bay and the Fenway

“Smooths the Cobble-Stones of Life”